Some basic properties of the locality ideal in Borchers's tensor algebra are established. It is shown that the ideal is a prime ideal and that the corresponding quotient algebra has a faithful Hilbert space representation. A topology is determined for which the positive cone in the quotient algebra is normal, and it is shown that every w-point distribution satisfying the locality condition is a linear combination of positive functional which also satisfy that condition. §L Introduction
§L Introduction
The locality ideal in Borchers 9 tensor algebra [1, 2] is the two-sided ideal generated by commutators of test functions with space-like separated supports. Its importance comes from the fact that quantum fields satisfying the requirement of local commutativity can be regarded as Hilbert space representations of the tensor algebra annihilating this ideal. Equivalently, such fields define representations of the corresponding quotient algebra. Among other things it will be shown that the states on this algebra separate points, and consequently that it has a faithful Hilbert space representation. For the tensor algebra itself this was first shown in [3] . The question whether this is also true for the quotient algebra was posed in [2] , but has remained unsettled till now. The present paper is a sequel to [4, 5 3 6], and we refer to these papers and also to [2] for definitions and further references. Borchers 9 tensor algebra will be denoted by ^; it is the completed tensor algebra over the Schwartz space tf (R d ). The locality ideal 3* c is generated by elements of the form f®g - §®f with /, g^ff (R d quotient algebra ffj&^i/l is based on a discretization: we map ^ and A onto tensor algebras over finite dimensional spaces where the corresponding problems are essentially of a combinatorial nature. Besides proving that the states on A separate points, we also obtain more refined results analogous to Thms. 1 and 4 in [6] and Thm. 4.1 in [5] . We show that the positive cone 7<7
+ is normal for a certain topology which is slightly coarser than the Mackey topology on A. This result (Thm. 4.7) is not optimal. However, an explicit description of the finest topology on A for which d + is a normal cone seems to be complicated. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains general remarks on ideals in topological ^-algebras. These remarks are mainly intended to show the equivalence of various definitions of "good" ideals and to point out the deviations from the case of C*-algebras. In Section 3 we study partially symmetric tensor algebras over finitely dimensional spaces, i.e. tensor algebras with a finite number of generators, where some pairs of generators are assumed to commute. In Section 4 the results obtained for this discrete case are applied to the algebra /7. The main results of the paper are contained in Thms. 4.4-4.7. §2. States and Ideals
In this section we want to make some simple remarks on the ideals in ^9 or more generally, ideals in an arbitrary locally convex ^-algebra SI over C. We assume that the multiplication in SI is at least continuous in each factor separately, that the ^-operation is continuous and that SI has a unit element 1. The positive cone Sl + is defined as the closed convex hull of the set of elements of the form a*a, aeSl. (For the algebras if_ and A this cone consists of convergent sums of such elements.) In the dual space ST the positive functionals form the dual cone Sl +/
. A functional r<ESl +/ is a state if r(l)=l.
We associate three closed subspaces of SI with every
The kernel of the GNS representation defined by T:
I(T) = {a\ab^L(T) for all Clearly

I(T)dL(T)nL(T)*c:L(T)+L(T)*ClK(T).
(2.1)
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have also 
and ^afa^I(T) implies a^^T) for all i. Also, L(T) resp. I(T) are the largest left-resp. two-sided ideals contained in K(T).
By using the GNS-construction 9 In a C*-algebra (more generally in an LMC*-algebra [7] ) every closed, two-sided ideal has these properties. 5 linearily independent. For the present purpose, however, the J^'s defined above suffice.
The algebraic classification of partially symmetric tensor algebras of the kind considered here is for a given N the same as the classification of symmetric, reflexive relations on {1, ••-, N}. Such relations can be pictured by graphs with N vertices. The number of non-isomorphic graphs and thus of algebraically distinct partially symmetric tensor algebras is a complicated expression and grows rapidly with N [8] .
E/3 r P inherits the ^-operation and the topology from E. To construct matrices satisfying (3.7) and (3.8) we use a simple method which we now describe. It goes back to [9] and has been used in a similar context e.g. in [6] and [10] . Suppose we want to construct an infinite, hermitian matrix A=(aij) itj <= N such that 1') S^o->S^Myl 2 (3-9) for all finite sequences {^-}, where the c y >0 are some given numbers.
2') a nn =a {j for certain ij depending on n. . We can therefore define the matrix elements of B by induction over n, such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold, provided the constraint (3.10) satisfies the following condition:
If ij^pnn is such that (3.10) requires a nn =a ij to hold, then either i>n or
In fact, V n will then only involve b kk with k<n. If det B n >Q and the off-diagonal elements not fixed by (3.10) are arbitrarily defined (e.g. as zero), then det B n+l >Q for b n+1>n+1 large enough, in virtue of (3.11) .
In order to apply this to the problem at hand we must show that it is possible to order the equivalence classes [ Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding theorem, cf. Thm. 4 in [6] . Note that the product in E is continuous in both factors jointly, so the analogue of the topology A/ in [6] is here the original topology. §4. The Locality Ideal
The locality ideal ^CC^ is generated by commutators f®g-g®f with i and/(jc)g(.y)=0 for (x-j) 2 >0. J c is a graded ideal w.r. Card P x
Note that / can have discontinuities on dC^fldCv if P v *Pj. However, /| 0^0,) for all a.
Proposition, (i) f^y c>n ifandonlyiff=0. (ii) The mappings define an isomorphism of A n onto the closed subspace of ®$f(0a) which con<r sists of {g^} satisfying g tr =g 1fff on for all n
Proof. This is the dual version of Proposition 4.1 and follows by combining it with the bipolar theorem. Note that / = 0 is equivalent to S(/°*) 1(3^0 for all a. In order to apply the results of Section 3 to the algebra /7, we now define homomorphisms of /? onto partially symmetric tensor algebras over finite dimensional spaces.
Let The direct sum topology on £P can be defined by the collection of seminorms of the form .{* 11 )=supc JI ||/J|Z ii (4.9) with c K >0 and k n^N for all n. A strictly coarser topology, called r^ in [13] and subsequent papers of the Leipzig group, is defined by allowing only bounded sequences {k n } in (4.9). A basis of seminorms for this topology is also given by We recall (cf. e.g. [14] ) that the statement is equivalent to the following: Moreover, an inspection of the proof in [9] shows that the bound \p n \ <2 w+1 c w leads to a bound for the o4°: There are constants d n , depending only on the sequence {c n }, such that one can choose | o^01 ^d n . Now T: =t°®# s k is a positive functional on /7 and is continuous w.r.t. the seminorm ||°||Z. Although s and / depend on a n , they do so only in a trivial way. In fact, the functionals depend only on the particular choice of a basis element in d^.k which one has to make for each a n . Changing a n may change the set « and thus the algebra rf# 9 k-F°r fi^d ^3 however, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of such algebras, and for a fixed isomorphism class one has only to consider finitely many basis elements. Altogether there are only finitely many different functionals s and t to be taken into account. It follows that the functionals T=to@# t k belong to an equicontinuous set of positive functionals, independent of a n , so we have established (4.11 2) W\^ C ^+ 1)
? and if a =|= a ', then ^ n W C ^^ for some a /7 .
3) £(*>:= u ^ is a closed regular set in the sense of [15] , p. 98-100, for all k. Because of 3) we can now decompose r (1) :
wtth supp T^CJ^^dOa.. The decomposition is unique up to terms with support in U ^H^c^. Suppose /e 9" is such that supp \ We can then write /=#+/* with supp gf}B (1) . Since ^* +1)
=0 for fc>« we finally get the desired decomposition of T: -At each step the decomposition can be done in such a way k that an equicontinuous set of distributions is decomposed into equicontinuous sets. This follows from the proofs of the decomposition theorems pp. 98-100 in [15] , and we give here only a sketch of the argument. First, if FdR n is a sufficiently regular, closed set (e.g. if F is Lipschitzian) one can by Whitney's extension theorems extend C°°-functions on F (that decrease rapidly at infinity) to functions in $ without increasing their Schwartz-norms by more than a constant factor. Using this, one shows in the same manner as in the proof of theorem XXVII in [15] that every T^tf' with support in F can be written as T= 2 with tempered measures &# having their support in F. Moreover, if T runs through an equicontinuous set, we may take the ju a from an equicontinuous set of tempered measures and also choose N independently of T. If {F v } is a finite covering of F by closed sets, we can define a obviously respects equicontinuity, and the subsequent symmetrization does not alter this.
